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Abstract. Stencil methods are an important class of scientific appli-
cation and entail performing a sequence of sweeps over a regular grid
using a fixed nearest neighbor pattern. However, many stencils have a
low computational intensity and are memory bandwidth bound, a fact
that has motivated numerous optimizations aimed at reducing mem-
ory bandwidth requirements. We propose a new technique, called stencil
unrolling, which unrolls the outer iteration of the solver and fuses the
stencils into a single update. The benefit is to reduce compulsory cache
misses significantly. We present results with 2D and 3D stencils, using a
single level of stencil unrolling, showing as much as 80% improvement in
the running time on Intel Sandy Bridge. Our technique avoids the need
to manipulate complicated iteration spaces, but requires the user to cre-
ate modified stencils. We also present a domain-specific, source-to-source
translator, called Caracal, to facilitate stencil unrolling.

Keywords: stencil unrolling, source-to-source translation

1 Introduction

Stencil methods are an important class of scientific application and entail per-
forming a sequence of sweeps (in time dependent problems, time steps) over a
regular grid using a fixed nearest neighbor pattern, called a stencil. Within the
spatial domain of a single sweep, most stencil methods are highly parallelizable
since the update on a data element is totally independent of the others. This
characteristic enables these updates to run concurrently on many processing
units. However, the demand for memory bandwidth of stencil computations in-
creases as the processor density within a node grows. This problem may limit
the single-node performance to the available memory bandwidth instead of the
computational capacity [1].

It is likely that future high performance systems will rely on a significant
boost in node performance [2] via integrating a larger core count and wider
SIMD units into a single chip. However, memory bandwidth lags behind compu-
tational capacity and has become one of the serious bottlenecks to the system
performance. The main reason for such an unbalanced design is the high energy
cost of moving data, and this design will remain unless there is an evolution
in architecture and technology of memory subsystem. This technological trend
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strongly exacerbates the memory bandwidth requirements of bandwidth bound
applications.

Techniques to for reducing the memory bandwidth requirement abound, and
aim at enhancing memory locality. This approach enables multiple updates of
a single sweep (spatial locality) or multiple sweeps (temporal locality) to per-
form continuously before necessary data blocks are evicted from high-level cache.
Taking advantage of temporal locality using existing techniques such as time
skewing [3] and cache-oblivious space-time blocking [4] requires significant pro-
grammer effort to eliminate data dependencies across timesteps. Other polyhe-
dral based methods explicitly manipulate the iteration space, scheduling com-
putation tiles to remove dependecies [5]. However, these methods require the
programmer to search a large space of optimization options including tile sizes
and loop unroll and fuse factors.

In this paper, we present a novel technique called stencil unrolling that can
leverage temporal locality without become entangled in dependencies in the time
domain. This technique merges two or more timesteps into a single update by
expanding the stencil formula in time (or iterations, in case of a steady state
problem). Experimental results on various multicore architectures demonstrate
that stencil unrolling can improve performance of 2D and 3D stencil applications
from 30% to 80%. While stencil unrolling reduces the demand for memory band-
width by the same factors as existing techniques do, it does not require irregular
partitioning in the time domain, a mandatory step to avoid data dependency.
In addition, our technique maintains the rectangular shape of the data working
set, making it easy to apply further optimizations such as spatial blocking and
vectorization.

To facilitate stencil unrolling, we also present a domain-specific source-to-
source translator called Caracal. The translator takes an annotated C++ ap-
plication as input and handles the whole unrolling process: unroll the stencil
kernel, generate updates for near-boundary points, optimize and output an un-
rolled application. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Propose a new technique to take advantage of temporal locality in stencil
methods

2. Demonstrate that the proposed technique works well in 2 stencil applications
on various processor architectures, including Nehalem, Sandy Bridge, and
Knight’s Corner.

3. Present a source-to-source translator to facilitate stencil unrolling.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In § 2 we introduce stencil meth-
ods and use computational intensity to characterize performance according to
the Roofline model. In § 3 we illustrate stencil unrolling and discuss some chal-
lenges of applying the technique. We present the design of the Caracal Translator
in § 4 and then we evaluate the performance of unrolled stencils on various ar-
chitectures in § 5. In § 6 we discuss the relevance of our results and then compare
stencil unrolling to other techniques in § 7.
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2 Background and Motivation

Stencil methods are an important class of scientific application and are used to
compute solutions to Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) using solvers based
on iterative finite difference methods. These iterative solvers sweep a grid, up-
dating each point based on the values of a set of nearest neighbors. Listing 1.1
shows a typical example of the stencil motif, a Jacobi solver that uses a 7-point
stencil to approximate the solution to the Poisson equation in 3 dimensions. For
each Jacobi iteration we perform an out-of-place update of each point which
requires us to read from the previous solution array, a fact that we shall later
on exploit.

Listing 1.1. An example of a stencil motif showing a Jacobi solver that uses a 7-point
stencil to approximate the solution to the Poisson equation in 3 dimensions.

// Unew , U, and rhs are N x N x N g r i d s
for t = 1 to num steps{
for k = 1 to N−2
for j = 1 to N−2
for i = 1 to N−2 // l e ad in g dimension
Unew [ k , j , i ] = α∗(U[ k−1, j , i ]+U[ k+1, j , i ]+U[ k , j −1, i ]+

U[ k , j +1, i ]+U[ k , j , i−1]+U[ k , j , i +1])
−β∗ rhs [ k , j , i ] ;

swap (U, Unew)
}

In glancing at the above code, we perform a total of 3 memory accesses per
update: 1 read from U, 1 read from rhs and 1 write to Unew, requiring a total of
24 bytes in double precision. In addition to the memory accesses, we perform a
total of 8 floating point operations (flops) per update. We characterize a stencil
by its computational intensity, which is the ratio of flops to bytes transferred
(flops/bytes), and use the Roofline model to analyze the performance of a stencil
on a given architecture [1].

The Roofline model sets an upper bound on performance of a stencil ker-
nel depending on the kernels computational intensity and the peak memory
bandwidth of a given architecture. In essence, the model gives us the attainable
performance of a stencil kernel on an architecture A as

Attainable GFlop/s = min

{
Peak Floating Point Rate

Comp. Intensity x Peak Mem. Bandwidth
(1)

Fig. 1(a) outlines the model for the Intel Xeon E5530 (Nehalem). The processor
has a peak double precision floating-point performance of 76.6 GFlops/s and
a peak memory bandwidth of 39 GB/sec measured using the STREAM bench-
mark [6], see Table 2. The 7-point stencil has a computational intensity of 0.33 or
1/3. In Fig. 1(a) a vertical line is drawn from 0.33 flops/bytes on x-axis until it
crosses the Peak Memory Bandwidth roofline. The intersection gives us a value
of 12.87 Attainable GFlop/s for the normal 7-point stencil, labeled “7-point,
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Baseline”. The 7-point stencil has a lower computational intensity compared to
Nehalem, with a computational intensity represented by the ridgepoint in the
roofline. This tells us that the performance of the stencil is memory-bound.

We apply a single level stencil unrolling to the 7-point stencil and demon-
strate the benefit of the technique. Single level unrolling combines stencil updates
from 2 iterations and reduces the total number of bytes transferred from main
memory by a factor of 1/2. This has the effect of doubling the computational in-
tensity of the stencil kernel from 0.33 to 0.66, this translates to 25.41 Attainable
GFlop/s for the stencil unrolled kernel. This is depicted in the Roofline model for
Nehalem in Fig. 1(a), in which the single level unrolling improves the position of
“7-point, Baseline” by it moving up to “7-point, S-unrolled”. Consequently, the
Roofline model tells that at most we can get a 2x speedup on Nehalem by ap-
plying a single level unrolling on the 7-point stencil. Fig. 1(b) presents a strong
scaling study on Nehalem that shows a 30% increase in GFlop/s achieved by
the stencil unrolled kernel (S-unrolled) over the normal stencil (Baseline) when
using all 8 available cores.
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Fig. 1. The unrolled stencil, “7-point, S-unrolled” has a 30% higher GFlop/s rate and
faster execution time than the original stencil or “7-point, Baseline”.
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3 Stencil Unrolling

3.1 Algorithm

Stencil unrolling is an optimization that reduces the number of reads and writes
to memory thus increasing the computational intensity of a stencil. We achieve
this by combining ν-iterations of a stencil update for each point in the domain,
reducing the total number of iterations and bytes transferred by a factor of
1/ν. Stencil unrolling allows us to increase the utilization of available memory
bandwidth on a given architecture leading to faster running times for an appli-
cation using a memory-bound stencil kernel. The technique takes advantage of
out-of-place updates in the Jacobi iteration scheme in order to achieve a higher
computational intensity. We will illustrate the algorithm by applying single level
unrolling (with ν = 2) on the Jacobi solver for the 1D 3-point stencil as shown
in Listing 1.2 and illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

Listing 1.2. A Jacobi solver that uses a 3-point stencil to approximate the solution
to the Poisson equation in 1 dimension.

// Unew , U, and rhs are 1D g r i d s o f s i z e N
for t = 1 to num steps{

for k = 1 to N−2
Unew [ k ] = alpha ∗(U[ k−1]+U[ k+1])−beta ∗ rhs [ k ] ;

swap (U, Unew)
}

The outer loop controls the Jacobi iterations while the inner loop sweeps over
a 1D grid of size N, updating each point using the nearest neighbor pattern.
Fig. 2(a) is a representation of this solver updating a point Unew[k], represented
by the blue dot, at some iteration t. To update Unew[k], we require the values
of U[k-1] and U[k+1] from the previous time step, iteration t-1, and these are
represented by the green dots on the line representing that timestep. The solid
arrows indicate the flow of data from one point to another over an iteration.

Unew[k] = α ∗ (U [k − 1] + U [k + 1])− β ∗ rhs[k] (2)

Let’s consider U[k-1] and U[k+1] from iteration t-1, circled in blue. These two
points are themselves updated by the nearest-neighbor pattern (or stencil) but
use values from iteration t-2, yielding the following update formulae

U [k − 1] = α ∗ (U [k − 2] + U [k])− β ∗ rhs[k − 1] (3)

U [k + 1] = α ∗ (U [k] + U [k + 2])− β ∗ rhs[k + 1] (4)

Now, instead of completing the update of U[k-1] (3) and U[k+1] (4) by writing
to memory we can use the computed updates directly in (2). We substitute (3)
and (4) into (2), eliminating iteration t-1 and yielding the unrolled stencil kernel

Unew[k] = α2 ∗ (U [k − 2] + 2 ∗ U [k] + U [k + 2])

− β ∗ (α2 ∗ (rhs[k + 1] + rhs[k − 1]) + rhs[k]) (5)
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(b) Stencil Unrolled

Fig. 2. Single level stencil unrolling of a 1D stencil kernel.

The new stencil kernel in (5) and illustrated in Fig. 2(b) fuses the stencil up-
dates from iteration t-2 into a single update of Unew[k] in iteration t. We apply
algebraic simplification in order to create a new stencil kernel with unique terms
or array references, it is easy to see how to do this for the 1D 3-point stencil in
(5). As a result of unrolling iteration t-1 is eliminated, giving us an unroll factor
of ν = 2 and a reduction in the number of Jacobi iterations by a factor of 1/2.

3.2 Challenges of Stencil Unrolling

Stencil unrolling is applied by unrolling and fusing multiple stencil updates across
iterations into a single update. This requires the user to modify the original
kernel to include the unrolled stencils from the previous iterations. Our initial
evaluation of stencil unrolling in § 2 showed the benefit of using this technique to
reduce the bandwidth requirement of a memory bound stencil. However, in order
to maximize performance benefits the user needs to apply algebraic simplification
to the resultant stencil kernel. Additionally, the user needs to pad the domain to
cater for the wider reach of the unrolled stencil and to update the near-boundary
points to ensure correctness. In this section we analyze the challenges of stencil
unrolling and discuss how to tackle to them.

Redundant Terms. Unrolling a stencil introduces duplicate terms (or array
references) and more floating point operations (flops). For example, we saw that
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the term U[k] occurs twice, once in each unrolled sub-stencil from (4) and (3).
These duplicated terms incur the latency of accessing L1 cache and need to
be eliminated. The compiler might not be able to eliminate all the redundancy
due to the factors multiplying each duplicate term. This poses a problem when
unrolling stencils with many terms; the duplicated terms and their multiplying
factors result in more L1 accesses and flops, and this impacts performance neg-
atively. Furthermore, simpilfying an N-point stencil becomes more challenging
and error prone as the number of points increases. For example, unrolling the
7-point stencil produces 43 non-unique terms in comparison to the 26 unique
terms after simplification. On Nehalem, using an 8-thread configuration, the un-
rolled and unsimplified stencil achieves 4.6 GFlop/s compared to 7.8 GFlop/s for
the simplified version of the kernel. This highlights the necessity of simplifying
the unrolled stencil kernel to eliminate redundancy. For the class of stencils that
we studied, unrolling a stencil in m points results in a kernel with (m− 1)2 +m
non-unique terms. These stencil kernels require substantial simplification to get
them in the form shown in Table 1.

Wider Stencil Reach. Apart from the redundant terms, the unrolled stencil
poses a problem due to its wider reach. In the single level unrolling of the 1D
stencil, Fig.2(b), the stencil reaches out two points further than without un-
rolling. We have to pad the domain with an extra layer of cells that provide the
data for the wider stencil when updating points on the boundary. However, this
raises the question of how to define the boundary points in the wider domain,
since the wider stencil treats the boundary points as if they had changed.

Let’s recall update formula for the unrolled 1D 3-point stencil

Unew[k] = α2 ∗ (U [k − 2] + 2 ∗ U [k] + U [k + 2])

− β ∗ (α2 ∗ (rhs[k + 1] + rhs[k − 1]) + rhs[k]) (5)

The problem arises when we get next to a boundary, for instance on the left side
of the domain, and we require U[k-2] to complete the update. We can update
the boundary by copyin the interior values to “complete” the unrolled stencil.
To see how we do this, let us consider the unrolled stencil but without algebraic
simplification

Unew[k] = α ∗ (U [k − 2] + U [k])− β ∗ rhs[k − 1])

+ α ∗ (U [k] + U [k + 2])− β ∗ rhs[k + 1]) + β ∗ rhs[k] (6)

To “complete” the stencil, we update U[k-2] and U[k+2] at the beginning of
every iteration with the following formulae

U [k − 2] = U [k − 1]− U [k] (7)

U [k + 2] = U [k + 1]− U [k] (8)

These updates reconcile the boundary points and allow the computation to pro-
ceed correctly in the wider domain. Figure 3 illustrates the boundary update
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strategy for the stencil unrolled stencil. This is a modified representation of
Fig 2(b) in which each row is a simplified in-memory representation of the grid
at each timestep. This illustration shows the original left boundary of the do-
main in green and the extra layer of cells in blue. To update the grid Unew at
iteration t+1 we require the values in U from iteration t. As we have seen, we
update the left boundary at the start of each iteration using first equation in
(7). This corresponds to a simple update formula for the left boundary

U [0] = U [1]− U [2] (9)

Similarly, we update the right boundary as follows

U [N − 1] = U [N − 2]− U [N − 3] (10)
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Fig. 3. Boundary updates for 1D 3-point stencil.

As we have seen, our technique requires the user to create modified stencils,
to expand the domain and to update near-boundary points. Each of these modi-
fications has to be applied to the code in order to ensure correctness. As a result,
we designed and implemented a translator to facilitate stencil unrolling.

4 Caracal

Caracal is a domain-specific source-to-source translator for automatic stencil un-
rolling. The translator is designed to recognize stencil methods in user code, ap-
ply stencil unrolling, and produce stencil unrolled code. Caracal is implemented
as a middle-end module within the ROSE Compiler framework [7]. ROSE pro-
vides capabilities to parse the user supplied source code and to create an in-
memory Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) based on the ROSE AST specification.
Caracal applies stencil unrolling to the AST representation of the code and re-
lies on ROSE to transform the modified AST back into source code. The main
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modules of the translator are Annotation Processing, Boundary Generation and
Stencil Processing. The internal design of Caracal is depicted in Fig. 4; we next
describe each component in the following sections.

Input:	  Annotated	  C++	  

Output:	  Unrolled	  C++	  	  

EDG	  front-‐end	  

ROSE	  AST	  

Caracal	  middle-‐end	  

Annota>on	  Processing	  

Boundary	  Genera>on	  

Iden>fy	  Loops	  

Iden>fy	  Stencil	  Kernel	  

Stencil	  Processing	  
Stencil	  Unrolling	  

&	  
Copy	  Propaga>on	  

Sub-‐Expression	  
Elimina>on	  

Address	  Expression	  	  
Re-‐associa>on	  

Fig. 4. Modular design of the Caracal Translator and translation flow.

4.1 Annotation Processing

As input, the translator takes an annotated C++ source code. Only two anno-
tations need to be added to the input source code: #pragma caracal loop and
#pragma caracal stencil. The loop pragma identifies the location of the loop
structure for the grid sweep and marks the scope to prepend the boundary up-
dates. The stencil pragma on the other hand, is used to identify the stencil kernel.
The use of the stencil pragma is a consequence of incremental development; the
Stencil Processing module was developed before the Boundary Generation mod-
ule. For stencil methods that have a single stencil kernel nested within the loops,
Caracal can be extended to use just loop pragma. In this case, identifying the
stencil kernel would entail recursively finding the inner most loop and extracting
the statement in its body. However, a design decision was made to in favor of
the modularity inherent in the current design and pair of pragmas.

The pragmas specify the interface of the translator and are all that is required
from the user. A sample Caracal annotated program is shown in Listing 1.3, this
is the 2D 5-point stencil described in Table 1. Once the translator has validated
the annotated input code, the stencil kernel is extracted and unrolled. Next, the
updates for near-boundary points are generated.

4.2 Boundary Generation

The Boundary Generation module uses the loop and stencil information in order
to generate the appropriate update code. The translator uses the stencil infor-
mation to determine the dimensionality of the mesh, and then creates the update
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code using the loop structure from loop and stencil structure from stencil. List-
ing 1.4 shows the code generated for the boundary updates of the single level
unrolled 2D 5-point stencil from Listing 1.3. There are two transformations that
have been applied to the code shown Listing 1.4. First, we reduce the number
of iterations of the outmost loop by a factor of 1/2. This is a result of the single
level unrolling as described in § 3.1, which allows us to fuse 2 iterations into
one update. Finally, there are two additional loop structures that are required
to update the near-boundary points of the wider domain of the stencil unrolled
stencil.

Listing 1.3. An example of an annotated C++ Jacobi solver used as input to Caracal.

// Unew , U, and rhs are N x N g r i d s
for t = 1 to num steps{
#pragma c a r a c a l loop
for k = 1 to N−2
for j = 1 to N−2 // l e ad in g dimension

#pragma c a r a c a l s t e n c i l
Unew [ k , j ] = α∗(U[ k−1, j ]+U[ k+1, j ]+U[ k , j−1]+U[ k , j +1])

−β∗ rhs [ k , j ] ;
swap (U, Unew)
}

Listing 1.4. A snippet of code generated for the boundary updates of single level
unrolled 2D 5-point stencil.

// Unew , U, and rhs are N x N g r i d s
for t = 1 to num steps /2{

for k = 2 to N−2
U[ k , 0 ] = U[ k ,1]−U[ k , 2 ] ;
U[ k ,N−1] = U[ k ,N−2]−U[ k ,N−3] ;

for j = 2 to N−2
U[ 0 , j ] = U[ 1 , j ]−U[ 2 , j ] ;
U[N−1, j ] = U[N−2, j ]−U[N−3, j ] ;

#pragma c a r a c a l loop
. . .
}

We show how to update the boundaries in 2D using the 5-point stencil as an
example. In Fig. 5 we show the update of a point Unew[2,2] in the stencil unrolled
stencil in iteration t, this is the blue dot in the upper grid. This update requires
values from iteration t-1 in which the stencil reaches out wider into the cells
colored in blue. To update these cells we extend the boundary update strategy
in 1D, right boundary (10) and left boundary (9), depicted in Fig. 3. Two loop
structures are required to apply the update along each side of the 2D grid; this
is illustrated in lower grid of Fig. 5 which shows iteration t-1. Since we update
these cells before sweeping the grid, we guarantee that the stencil unrolled stencil
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update can proceed correctly in iteration t. The boundary update strategy can
be generalized and extended to cater for 3D stencils, in this case update code is
generated for each edge on every face of the 3D grid.
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Fig. 5. Boundary updates for 2D 5-point stencil.

4.3 Stencil Processing

Stencil processing involves unrolling a stencil, and then applying a series of trans-
formations on the unrolled stencil in order to simplify it. The goal of simplifying
the unrolled stencil is to minimize the number of terms (or array references) as
well as the number of flops. Caracal applies the following optimizations as de-
scribed in [8, Ch. 12]: copy propagation, strength reduction, a modified version
of re-association of addressing expressions and sub-expression elimination.

Stencil Unrolling and Copy Propagation. The translator directly applies the
stencil unrolling algorithm as described in § 3. This produces an stencil un-
rolled stencil kernel that can be further processed by other modules. The copy
propagation optimization is implicit in the stencil unrolling step since we prop-
agate values from stencil updates in previous iterations without writing them to
memory. This can be seen in Fig. 2(b) where two stencils are fused, effectively
removing one iteration (marked by a red X), and propagating the values in a
single update two iterations ahead.

Address Expression Reassociation. This optimization is used two address two
problems introduced by stencil unrolling: a heavily subscripted stencil, and du-
plicate terms in the stencil kernel. As a consequence of the unrolling, we create
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a heavily subscripted stencil. For instance, the left side of an unrolled 1D stencil
will have the following formula

U [k − 1] = α ∗ (U [(k − 1)− 1] + U [(k − 1) + 1])− β ∗ rhs[(k − 1)] (11)

We recursively apply tree transformations [8, Ch. 12, p346] to each sub-stencil,
such as (11), in order to simplify the subscripts of the arrays. Figure 6 shows a
subset of the transformations applied to simplify the subscripts. In the rules, c,
c1, c2 represent constants and t, t1, t2 and t3 represent arbitrary intermediate
code-trees. After apply the rules, the expression in (11) becomes the following

U [k − 1] = α ∗ (U [−2 + k] + U [k])− β ∗ rhs[−1 + k] (12)

In this form, the array subscripts are simplified but are still problematic because
of the ordering of intermediate code tree representing variables. For example,
the simplification output in (12) results in the term U[-2+k] instead of a more
intuitive form U[k-2]. The problem arises when we recursively apply rule R6. The
compiler has the task of reordering expressions to fit their context, in this case
there are two options. However, we cannot rely on the compiler to generate the
order that we expect so we re-order these subscripts as part of the simplification
process. This results in a substencil in the following form

U [k − 1] = α ∗ (U [k − 2] + U [k])− β ∗ rhs[k − 1] (13)

The same tree transformations are applied to the overall unrolled stencil con-
sisting of multiple sub-stencils. This allows us to flatten the stencil by removing
nesting of sub-stencils. The flattened stencil is easier to use in further optimiza-
tions in the translator. For instance, we use the flattened stencil as input to
a module that performs modified version of reassociation of addressing expres-
sions. This transformation allows us to express the stencil as a collection of array
references that are each multiplied by a sum of products. This transformation
allows us to keep the number of L1 references to a minimum. The unrolled stencil
from (5) becomes

Unew[k] = (α2) ∗ U [k − 2] + (α2 + α2) ∗ U [k] + (α2) ∗ U [k + 2]

− (β ∗ α2) ∗ rhs[k + 1]− (β ∗ α2) ∗ rhs[k − 1])− β ∗ rhs[k]) (14)

Sub-Expression Elimination. We apply common sub-expression elimination to
the sum of products multiplying each array reference, replacing them by con-
stants. This transformation reduces the number of flops in the unrolled stencil.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we introduce the various stencil implementations and computing
platforms. We then present the results from strong scaling studies and analyze
the impact of stencil unrolling on each stencil implementation.
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Fig. 6. A subset of the tree transformations from [8, Ch. 12, p346] that are applied to
the substencils. c, c1, c2 represent constants and t, t1, t2 and t3 represent arbitrary
intermediate code-trees.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Stencil Implementations. The stencil applications that we studied all use
the Jacobi iterative scheme. These applications typically contain an outer loop
that controls the iterations or successive sweeps over a regular grid, as well as
a series of nested loops containing a stencil kernel that performs the nearest
neighbor updates. We utilize various 2D and 3D stencil kernels: 5-point, 7-point,
13-point and 19-point stencils. Figure 7(a) is a representation of the 5-point
stencil showing the neighbors that are required for the update. We apply stencil
unrolling to this stencil to create a modified stencil kernel as depicted in Fig. 7(b).
Figure 8 shows the three 3D stencils that we used for this study. Similary, we
apply the stencil unrolling optimization to these stencil kernels and analyze the
performance on various computing platforms. Table 1 shows the stencil unrolled
kernels for the 5-point and 7-point stencils, the 13- and 19-point stencils have
been omitted for brevity.

Baseline. The stencil applications are all written in the C++ programming
language with OpenMP based multi-threading providing parallelism. We apply
spatial blocking [9] to the nested stencil update loops in order to reduce the
size of the working set and to hide memory access latency. We utilize compiler
based vectorization using the pragma IVDEP provided in the Intel Compiler
suite for Intel based architectures. On Sandy Bridge we set the thread affinity

13
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to compact which binds threads sequentially to physical cores. This allows us to
analyze the impact of scaling across processor sockets. However, on KnC we set
the thread affinity to scatter in order to fully utilize the bandwidth of the chip
while measuring the scaling effects. This modestly optimized implementation is
what we refer to as Baseline or Baseline stencil.

S-unrolled. The S-unrolled implementation or S-unrolled stencil is built on top of
the Baseline implementation with stencil unrolling applied to the Jacobi iterative
loop and the stencil kernel.

y 

x 

(a) Baseline

x 

y 
(b) S-unrolled

Fig. 7. 5-point stencil shown before and after applying stencil unrolling.

Fig. 8. This is a depiction of the three 3D stencils in this study, adapted from [10].
This example shows (a) 7-point, (b) 13-point, and (c) 19-point stencils.
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Table 1. Overview of Stencil Kernels.

Stencil Kernel Specification

5-point, Baseline
Un[j,i] =
α*(U[j-1,i] +U[j+1,i]+U[j,i-1]+U[j,i+1]-β*rhs[j-1,i-1])

5-point, S-unrolled

Un[j,i] =
α2*(U[j+2,i]+U[j,i+2]+U[j-2,i]+U[j,i-2]+4.0*U[j,i])
+2.0*α2*(U[j+1,i+1]+U[j-1,i-1]+U[j-1,i+1]+U[j+1,i-1])
-β*(α2*(rhs[j,i-1]+rhs[j-2,i-1]+rhs[j-1,i]+rhs[j-1,i-2])
+rhs[j-1,i-1])

7-point, Baseline
Un[k,j,i] =
α*(U[k-1,j,i]+U[k+1,j,i]+U[k,j-1,i])
+α*(U[k,j+1,i]+U[k,j,i-1]+U[k,j,i+1])

7-point, S-unrolled

Un[k,j,i] =
α2*(6.0*U[k][j][i]+U[k+2,j,i]+U[k-2,j,i])
+α2*(U[k,j+2,i]+U[i,j-2,i]+U[k,j,i+2]+U[k][j][i-2])
+2*α2*(U[k-1,j-1,i]+U[k+1,j+1,i]+U[k+1,j-1,i]+U[k+1,j,i-1])
+2*α2*(U[k-1,j+1,i]+U[k-1,j,i+1]+U[k+1,j,i+1]+U[k,j+1,i-1])
+2*α2*(U[k,j+1,i+1]+U[k,j-1,i+1]+U[k-1,j,i-1]+U[k,j-1,i+1])

Computing Platforms. In this section we introduce the computing platforms
used in our performance study. Nehalem is a two-socket system configured with
the Intel Xeon Processor E5530 based on the Nehalem microarchitecture. We
used this system in our initial investigations as detailed in § 2. We evaluate the
performance of the stencil implementations on the Sandy Bridge and Knight’s
Corner systems. Sandy Bridge is a more recent multi-core system that is based
on the Intel Xeon Processor E5-2680. On the other hand, Knight’s Corner (KnC)
is based on the Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor SE10P, a many-core system. KnC
is also a shared-memory architecture and thus supports both multithreading
and message passing programming models. This allows programmers to easily
port existing applications to run on KnC. We provide a detailed architectural
overview of the platforms in Table 2.

5.2 Performance Evaluation and Analysis

Sandy Bridge. We conducted strong scaling studies for the 5- and 7-point
stencils on Sandy Bridge. In Fig. 9 we plot parallel efficiency and the GFlops
measured for each stencil kernel. For the 7-point stencil, we see that the parallel
efficiency of Baseline starts to decrease as we increase the number of processors.
Given the nature of the Baseline stencil, increasing the number of cores has
the effect of increasing the memory bandwith requirement until we saturate the
available bandwidth on a single processor; this happens at 8 cores. At this point,
we get the most benefit from using stencil unrolling since we are reducing the
bandwidth demand by a factor of 1/2. In fact, at 8 threads S-unrolled achieves
19 GFlop/s while Baseline only achieves 9.5 GFlop/s. As we increase the num-
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Table 2. Overview of Computing Platforms. 1Intel Knight’s Corner 28-way associative.
3STREAM Triad value is reported as bandwidth.

Core Intel Intel Intel
Arch. Sandy Bridge KnC1 Nehalem

Clock (GHz) 2.7 1.1 2.4
DP GFlop/s 21.6 16.2 9.6

L12 (KB) 32 32 32
L22 (KB) 256 512 256

Chip Xeon Xeon Xeon
Arch. E5-2680 Phi E5530

Cores/chip 8 61 4
Chips/node 2 1 2

DP GFlop/s 345.6 1000 76.8
L3 20MB; 20-way - 8MB; 16-way

STREAM3 (GB/s) 78 160 39
Memory (GB) 32 8 24

Prog. Model OpenMP OpenMP OpenMP
Compiler icc 13.1.0 icc 13.1.0 icc 11.1

ber of threads to 16 S-unrolled scales almost linearly. S-unrolled achieves 78%
faster running time when we reach full occupancy on Sandy Bridge. In Fig. 9(a)
Baseline exhibits the same relatively poor scaling and S-unrolled benefits from
a reduction in memory bandwidth. For the 5-point stencil, S-unrolled achieves
80% faster running time when we reach full occupancy on Sandy Bridge.
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Fig. 9. Strong scaling study of 5- and 7-point stencils on Sandy Bridge. Attainable
GFlop/s are estimated using the Roofline model.

Knight’s Corner. We conducted a strong scaling study for the 7-point stencil
on KnC. In Fig. 10(b) we also plot parallel efficiency and the GFlop/s measured
for the stencil kernel. As noted earlier, we used thread affinity set to scatter,
allowing each OpenMP thread to bind to a separate physical core. The binding
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is spread in a round robin fashion when the number of threads is greater than
the number of physical cores. On KnC this happens when we specify more than
60 threads. We adjust the parallel efficiency computation in order to account
for only the physical cores. For example, 60, 120 and 240 threads all use 60
physical cores; this results in a parallel efficiency greater than unity as we see in
Fig. 10(b). The parallel efficiency of both stencils is close to unity on up to 60
threads, but increases past unity when we introduce additional hardware threads.
This is because KnC uses multiple hardware threads on a single physical core in
order to hide latency. This means parallel efficiency now gives us a measure of
how well the application can utilize the additional bandwidth since increasing the
number of hardware threads is equivalent to reducing the bandwidth requirement
on KnC. We see that the both Baseline and S-unrolled benefit on KnC, with S-
unrolled realizing a modest 10% and 20% improvement on 120 and 240 threads
respectively.
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Fig. 10. Strong scaling study of 5- and 7-point stencils on KnC. Attainable GFlop/s
are estimated using the Roofline model.

13-point and 19-point Stencils. Our experiments show that stencil unrolling
does not improve the performance of the 13- and 19-point stencils, contrary to
the predictions from the Roofline model, see Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b). This
highlights a limitation of the model, it does not account for the combined effects
of running applications in multi-threaded systems. The cache statistics of the 13-
and 19-point stencils, collected using Valgrind [11], offer some insight into the
lower performance of the stencils. For instance, there are approximately three
times more D1 references for both of these stencils. Accessing L1 may be fast
but the cost over several accesses can have a negative impact on performance.
In this case, this corresponds to the three times lower performance of the S-
unrolled stencils. The reason for the higher number of L1 references is due to
the increase in terms in each plane of the stencil when we unroll. Additionally,
the unrolled stencils are wider and therefore we increase the distance between
the two furthest references; this requires that we load 2 additional planes per
array. Register blocking could have improved the performance of these stencils
as it results in better reuse in registers and improves L1 locality.
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Fig. 11. Strong scaling study of 13- and 19-point stencils on Sandy Bridge. Attainable
GFlop/s are estimated using the Roofline model.

Table 3. Cache statistics of the stencil methods on Sandy Bridge. 1The L3 cache on
Sandy Bridge is used to simulate the Last Level (LL) cache.

Stencil Variation D1 D1 LL1 LL
References Miss Rate References Miss Rate

5-point Baseline 4.798×109 11.3% 546×106 2.7%
S-unrolled 6.281×109 7.9% 496×106 0.9%

7-point Baseline 6.366×106 8.8% 566×106 2.0%
S-unrolled 9.287×109 4.4% 411×106 0.5%

13-point Baseline 16.696×109 6.9% 1.167×109 0.8%
S-unrolled 46.534×109 5.1% 2.389×109 0.1%

19-point Baseline 24.317×109 2.2% 558×106 0.4%
S-unrolled 70.935×109 2.6% 1.900×109 0.0%
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6 Discussion

Our experiments show that stencil unrolling can achieve the predicted improve-
ment in performance by reducing the memory bandwidth requirements of stencil
applications. In this section, we summarize our findings and discuss the future
directions of the Caracal Translator.

6.1 Stencil Unrolling

We evaluated the performance of two stencil implementations, Baseline and S-
unrolled, on two distinct architectures. On Sandy bridge, each Xeon E5 processor
has a dedicated path to its own DRAM partition. As a result, the impact of mem-
ory bandwidth saturation appears at the socket level. Stencil unrolling mitigates
the effect of bandwidth saturation at the socket level. This is achieved through
a reduction in data motion as unrolling fuses multiple updates, eliminating the
need to write the fused updates to memory. By fusing updates, stencil unrolling
implicitly propagates data from one iteration to another. Analyzing the results
from the 5- and 7-point stencils, we see that S-unrolled is close to the theoreti-
cal performance improvement predicted by the Roofline model. Considering the
results on 16 threads, full occupancy on Sandy Bridge, we see that S-unrolled
achieves up to 80% improvement in running time. The 5- and 7-point S-unrolled
stencils reduce the LL miss rate by 3x and 4x respectively, see Table 3. We can
attribute the performance improvement to this reduction in LL miss rate or im-
proved locality. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the 13- and 19-point
point stencils and the unrolled variants. The unrolled variants did not achieve
any performance improvement due to increase cache pressure and poor reuse.
This could be remedied by explicity caching intermediate array references, which
is another form of improving locality.

The results on Knight’s Corner prompted us to redefine the parallel efficiency
metric as a measure of how well the application utilizes the extra bandwidth
available from using more hardware threads. Both the Baseline and S-unrolled
scaled linearly on up to 60 physical cores. We did not observe the same socket
level bandwidth saturation on Sandy Bridge. This is because the KnC system
does not have the architectural equivalents of the two-socket system on Sandy
Bridge; KnC utilizes a bi-directional ring bus for communication between cores.
In fact, as we increase the number of hardware threads we increase access to the
bandwidth available on KnC, which is almost double the bandwidth on Sandy
Bridge. However, we still observe a modest speedup of up to 30% and this is due
to the increased computational intensity of S-unrolled.

As we have seen, both stencils benefit from the higher memory bandwidth on
KnC. However, the best implementation on KnC only achieves 4% of the peak
floating point rate on this architecture. On the other hand, the best implemen-
tation on Sandy Bridge achieves 11% of the peak floating point rate. This means
that despite the good scaling on KnC it is relatively more difficult to improve
stencil performance on this architecture. This is because there is a wider gap
between processor performance and the capability of the memory subsystem.
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6.2 Caracal Translator

Strengths We saw that the number of terms in an unrolled stencil is quadratic
in the number of points in the original stencil. This makes it difficult to apply
stencil unrolling, as the user has to algebraically simplify the unrolled stencil.
Caracal manages the stencil unrolling process through a simple user interface
that consists of a few pragma declarations. The modular design of the transla-
tor makes it easily extensible. Apart from the algebraic type transformations,
Caracal can potentially be extended to generate optimized architecture specific
code for platforms such as the GPU. This could be done by integrating Caracal
with the Mint translator which generates GPU code [10].

Limitations Caracal has proven be a useful platform for exploring stencil op-
timizations, however there are some limitations that restrict its applicabality.
These limitations are to be addressed in future work:

1. The translator can only recognize a single stencil expression in the loop body.
2. It is not aware of the memory subsystem and therefore cannot generate ar-

chitecture specific code. This limits the translator to x86 based architecture,
we cannot generate code for other platforms such as the GPU.

3. The translator is single threaded and therefore slow for memory intensive
translation such as translating the 19-point stencil. This could be remedied
quite easily by using the parallel enabled version of ROSE. However, the
process might involve making modifications to the translation process to
ensure correctness. For instance, to make sure the AST traversals are still
valid in the parallel implentation.

4. Caracal only supports regular grids. The stencil unrolling and boundary
generation in oblivious of the input grid and just assumes a regular grid.

5. The translator has not been tested with asymmetric stencil methods. How-
ever, we believe that the stencil unrolling will work in this case. An asym-
metric stencil is just a version of the symmetric stencil with some points
missing.

7 Related Work

Time skewing is a cache-aware optimization that improves cache reuse by merg-
ing together multiple sweeps over a grid, thus enabling multiple iterations of a
stencil update to be performed on each cache-resident portion of the grid [3].
This optimization uses copy propagation and array expansion in order to reduce
the memory traffic for values computed and potentially reused in subsequent it-
erations. In order to perform time skewing, the grid is divided into cache blocks
by several skewed cuts while preserving the data dependencies of the stencil.
The major concerns of applying this technique is that the resultant shifting by
cuts might cause extra cache misses to be incurred and introduce dependency
violations as the number of iterations increases [2].
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Given a sufficiently large problem size, loop tiling on only spatial domains is
not sufficient in both 2D and 3D applications. Hence, more modern optimizations
for stencil computation have therefore taken aim at improving performance by
combining spatial blocking with temporal blocking. Frigo et al. [4] proposed a
blocking technique in both time and space. In the time domain, the authors
perform multiple sweeps before updating new results to the main memory. To
eliminate the data dependency among tiles, the authors employ a (n+1) space-
time trapezoid cut scheme using a recursion algorithm. In particular, the whole
space-time domain is recursively partitioned into trapezoid tiles until there is
no more possible cut. Although this technique can reduce the number of cache
misses without knowing the cache size, it changes the shape of stencil tiles from
rectangular to trapezoidal cuboids, and the required bookkeeping is complicated.
Our work differs as our proposed technique can take advantage of locality without
changing the shape of stencil tiles (though we change the formula).

8 Conclusion

Memory bandwidth optimizations are important because they attempt to close
the gap between processor and memory subsystem performance. We proposed
a new technique, called stencil unrolling, which unrolls the outer iteration of
the solver and fuses the stencils into a single update. Stencil unrolling boosts
performance by reducing the bandwidth requirement of stencil applications. We
demonstrated that the proposed technique works well in 2 stencil applications on
various processor architectures, including Nehalem, Sandy Bridge, and Knight’s
Corner. Our results with 2D and 3D stencils, using a single level of unrolling,
show as much as 80% improvement in the running time on Intel Sandy Bridge,
and as small as 30%. Our technique avoids the need to manipulate complicated
iteration spaces, but requires the user to create modified stencils. We also pre-
sented a domain-specific, source-to-source translator, called Caracal, to facilitate
stencil unrolling.

Two stencils did not improve with stencil unrolling, the 13- and 19-point
stencils. In fact, the unrolling technique slowed the computation down. These
methods are less heavily bandwidth bound than the other stencils, and the com-
putational redundancy inherent in stencil unrolling counteracts the benefits of
stencil unrolling. These methods would require explicit caching of array refer-
ences and register blocking in order to improve locality.
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